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1 
A lattice dp is called modular if the modular identity holds in 2, i.e., for 
any li,I,,i,~dP such that l,cl, 
(I,ul,)nI,=f,u(I,nf,). 
The aim of the article is to classify Lie algebras over an arbitrary field 
with modular lattices of subalgebras. 
The study of various classes of universal algebras, all subalgebras of 
which have a lattice satisfying the modular identity (M-algebras), has a 
long history. The first works which dealt the group case appeared at the 
end of the 1920s and the beginning of the 1930s (A. RottEnder, 0. Ore, R. 
Baer). 
There are a great number of papers devoted to the study of modular 
semi-groups, associative and nonassociative rings and algebras, quasi- 
groups, modules over commutative rings, and other algebraic structures. 
However, a full classification of the universal algebras with a modular 
lattice of subalgebras for any class of the “classical” universal algebras does 
not exist. 
In the middle of the 1960s an attempt was made to describe Lie algebras 
with various restrictions imposed on the lattice of subalgebras and, in par- 
ticular, to describe the Lie algebras with a modular lattice of subalgebras 
(Kolman Cl, 23, Goto [3], Barnes [4]). 
A few years later, the papers of Towers [S], Amayo [6], Amayo and 
Schwarz [7], Gein [S] appeared, in which they studied Lie algebras with 
modular lattices of subalgebras. Similar problems were considered in 
[9, 10, 111. 
The above papers classified the Lie algebras with modular lattices of sub- 
algebras, when certain restrictions are imposed on the ring of operators, on 
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FIGURE 1 
the dimension of the algebra and on the classes to which the algebra 
belongs. 
Notation. K denotes a field of any characteristic; L is an arbitrary 
dimensional Lie algebra over K, Z(L) the lattice of all subalgebras of L; 
A F B (a E B) means that the set A is not contained in B (the element a 
does not belong to B). With x, y we always denote elements of a Lie ring L, 
while a, b denote elements of a field K. All the other notations are generally 
accepted. 
In what follows we shall need the minimal nonmodular lattice-pentagon 
shown in Fig. 1. 
2 
It is easily seen that when we consider Lie algebras with modular lattices 
of subalgebras over fields, there naturally appear Lie algebras of the follow- 
ing three types: 
(1) Almost abelian Lie algebras. The Lie algebra L is called almost 
abelian if L = Ail(x), where A is an abelian ideal in L and for every g E A 
we have [x, g] = g. 
It is easy to see that this definition is equivalent to the following two 
statements: 
(i) Each subspace of L is a subalgebra. 
(ii) There exists a basis {x, xi, FEZ}, in L such that 
cx, xi1 = xi, [Xi, x,] = 0, i,jE I. 
(2) Three-dimensional nonsplit simple Lie algebra over a field K 
(denoted in this paper by A,). From above the recent results of A. A. 
Premet we can conclude that finite dimensional two-generated simple Lie 
M-algebra L over a perfect or finite field is 3-dimensional. Generally L is 
finite dimensional Lie algebra in which all proper subalgebras are l-dimen- 
sional; though as A. A. Premet has informed the author in this case is also 
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dim L = 3. The rest of our considerations we shall carry out according to 
this supposition. It’s easy to check that this supposition does not influence 
the proofs of the propositions. 
It is well known that A i algebras exist over the field K if and only if there 
is no solution a, h E K of the equation a2 + h* = - 1. 
(3) Infinite-dimensional nonsplit simple Lie algebra over a field K. 
(Such a Lie algebra is an analogy of the Tarski monster in group theory, 
denoted in this paper by P,). 
It is clear that P, is an algebra in which every proper subalgebra is one- 
dimensional, and hence P, is generated by any two linearly independent 
elements. The problem of the existence of such algebras is one of the most 
interesting problems in the general theory of Lie algebras. 
PROPOSITION 1. If a modular Lie algebra L over a field is generated by 
two elements x1, x2, then every proper subalgebra in L is one-dimensional. 
Proof: Let XC L be a proper subalgebra and 
oC(x,)CxCL=(x,)u(x2). 
It is clear that Xn (x2) = 0. Now from the modular equality we have 
x=((~,)u(~~))nX=(x,)u((x~)nX)=(x,). 
Therefore, if X,, is a proper subalgebra in L and dim X0 2 2, it can be 
assumed that x,, x2 5 X0. Let z E X0 be any other element. It is clear, from 
the above-said, that (x, ) v (z ) = L. So we have 
(xl)nXo=O, oC(z)Cx~C(z)u(xl)=L 
and hence 
which is a contradiction. Therefore dim X0 = 1. This completes the proof of 
the proposition. 
In view of Proposition 1 we conclude that in a modular Lie algebra over 
a field the subalgebras generated by two elements can be of one of the 
following types: 
(1) abelian or almost abelian (M-algebras); 
(2) simple three-dimensional nonsplit (A ,-algebras); 
(3) simple infinite-dimensional nonsplit (Pm-algebras). 
F%OFQSITION 2. If a modular Lie algebra contains at least one sub- 
algebra of the type (l), (2), (3), th en all subalgebras generated by two 
elements are of the same type. 
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Proqf Consider the subalgebra (x, ) u (x2) u (x3 ), which is 
generated by exactly three elements x1, x2, x3, i.e., xic(xj) u (xk), i#j, 
i # k, j # k; i, j, k = 1,2, 3. There arise the following cases; 
(i) (x1) u (x2) has the type M, 
(x2) u (x3) has the type A,; 
(ii) (x,) u (x2) has the type M, 
(x2) LJ (x3) has the type P,; 
(iii) {~~}u(x~>hasthety~A,, 
(x2) u (x3) has the type P,. 
We shall prove the proposition for each case separately. 
(i) Let [x,, x2] = uxz. Then we have 
[x,+x,, x*1= ax,+C"h “%I* CX2,X3lE<X,+X3)u<XZ) 
* <xz)u (C?294> 
We obtain the contradiction to the modular equality (Fig. 1) 
(B,) = <x1 +x3), @2)= <X2>> 
(83)= <xz)u <x3>, (I)= <x1,x2,x3), (0) = 0. 
Now assume that [x1,x2]=bxl, and (x~)~(~x~+[x~,x~])=~. 
Then 
We conclude as previously that this is a contradiction to the 
modular equality. So we must show that bx, + [x2, x3] # ax2 for 
all a E K. Assume a contradiction. We have [x2, x3 J = ox2 - bx3* 
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[x2, a -‘x3] = x2 -a-‘bx, * [x2 -bam’x3, x2] = x*-ha- ‘x3 5 
dim( ( x2 - ba ~ ‘x3, x2 )) = 2-a contradiction. 
(ii) Again if [xi, xz] = ax2, then 
Cx,+~~,x~l=a~,+Cx~,x,l =+ [x3, x*1 E (XI +x3)” (x2); 
xl,X2,X3~(X,+X3)u(X2)=(X,)u(X2)u(X3). 
If [xi, x1] =bxi, and (x2) n (bx3+ [x,, x3]) =O, then 
[Xl +x3, %I = bx, + [x3, x21 
~o#b(~,+x,)-bx,+cx,,x,l 
=bx,+ Cx,,x,l~(x, +x,)u (~2) 
z<x3)u(x2) 
= (xz)u (k+ [x2>x31> 
~XI,X2,X3E(X,+X3)u(X2). 
Just as in case (i) we obtain the contradiction to the law of modularity. We 
conclude as previously that bx, + [x,, x3] # ax2 for all a E K. 
(iii) Without less of generality we can assume that x, and x2 are chosen 
so that 
cx, 9 x*1 = x0, cx,, x01 = Xl 9 Lx,, x,1 =x2, 
and x3 is chosen so that x3 + [[x3, x,], x2] # ax2 for all aE K. Then 
~XI+X3>X21=XO+~X3~~21~<X1+~3)~(~2); 
cxo + cx3, x21, x21 = --Xl + CEx3, x21, x*1 E (XI +x3 > u (x*) 
*0+x, +x,--x, + ccx,, %I, x2 
=x3 + ccx3, x21, %I 
E <x3+ ccx3, x21, x21 > u (x2> 
Proceeding as in case (i), we obtain a contradiction to the law of 
modularity. So we must show that x + [[x, x2], x2] #a(x) x2 for all 
x E (x3, x2 ), x fax,. Assume a contradiction. Then for x, y E (x3, x2), 
(x>n<r>=O we have a(~)x+CCa(y)x,x~l,x~l = a(x)a(y)x2, 
-4x)y - CCa(x)v, +I, x21 = -4x) a(r) x2. Let 2, = a(y) x - a(x)y, 
CX3, x21 =X. Then X3+ CC-f3, 4, x23 =0, [[x3, x,3, Xl + [[x2, Xl, x3] 
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+ [[Z, X3], x2] = 0 =S [[X, X3], xz] = 0. If [X, X3] = ax* then the 
subalgebra (X3, x2) E (x3, x2) has the relations [X3, xJ = 5, 
[f, x2-j = --x3, [X, X3] = ax2 * dim{&, x1) = 3 is a contradiction. If 
[X, X3] # ax2 * dim( ([X, X3]) u (x2)) = 2 is also a contradiction, 
The proof of the proposition is completed. 
PROPOSITION 3. A modular binary almost abelian Lie algebra L is almost 
abelian. 
Proof. Obviously, it must be assumed that dim L 2 3 and L is non- 
abelian. Therefore there exusts a basis 
1 x0, x1 )...) x, )... > (*) 
with the conditions 
cxo, XII =alxl, CXO, Xj] = &jXo + bojxj, 
[Xi, xj] =UgXi + b,xj, a,#O. 
We have 
[X0, aojX0 + bojxj] = boj(aojxo + b,Xj). 
Since (x0) u (aojxo + b,x,) = (x0) u (xj), in the subalgebra 
(x0) u (xi) we have the basis (x0, xi= aojxo + b,x,} such that 
[XO 3 Xj] = bojxj (j = 1,2,...). 
It will be shown that [Xi, Xi] =O. We have 
O= CCxO, xil9 xjl + CCxi9 xjl9 xOl 
+ C CXj, ~01, Xi1 = Cbotxi, XjI 
+ [UuXi + b,Xj, XO] - [bojxj, Xi] 
= boi(aqxi + b,x,) - aubOixi 
- b,b,x, + boj(atixi + b,x,) 
= bOiuiixi + b,,b,x, - aiiboixi 
- b,boj xj + boja9xi + bqb,xj 
= b,,b,x, + boja,jxi 
*ati=bij=O. 
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Therefore the basis (*) satisfies the conditions 
ExO, xil = hiX-xj, [x,, x;] = 0. 
It will be shown that bOi= 6,. We have 
[XO,xj+xj]=UOXO+a(Xi+Xj)=[XO,Xj] + [X0, Xj] 
= bO,xi + b,xj * ~0 = 0, a = hoi = b,. 
If now in the basis (*), x0 is replaced by x=L~-‘x~, then we obtain the 
basis {x, x1 ,... > with the conditions 
Cx, xil = Xi, [Xi, Xi] = 0. 
The proposition is proved. 
3 
PROPOSITION 4. A modular binary Al algebra is three-dimensional. 
Proof: Let L be a modular binary A ,-algebra and let x1, x2, x3 E L be 
such that x1 G (x2) u (x3>, x2 5 (x,) u (x3), x3 z (x1) v (x2). 
Clearly, all subalgebras generated by two elements from L either coin- 
cide or intersect in a one-dimensional subalgebra, or in the zero sub- 
algebra. 
Consider the subalgebras 
If L is modular, then A, n A, # 0, since otherwise the lattice P’(L) con- 
tains the pentagon. We therefore assume that 
ajx3+a2b2+ E~~,~31)+~3C~2+ CxI,x37, 4 
= blx, + b,xz + b,Cx,, ~21, al,a2,~3,bl,b~,b3~~. 
IfO=alx3+a,[x,,x3]+a3~[xl,xj],xg]-blx,, then 
(b2 - a21 x2 + L&x, + a3x3, x21 = 0 
2 b2=a2, b3=a3=0 
=>a,x,+a2[x,,x3]--,x,=0 
*a,=a,=b,=b,=O 
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which is a contradiction to the condition A I n A, # 0. We have 
~Z~,~,+~*C~,,~,l+~,CC~,,~,l,~,l-~,~, 
= (62 - 4 x2 + b3CXIP x31 + a,Cx,, %I E (x1 > u (x3) 
= <b,x, + a3x3> ” (x1 >. 
Since 
= (&-a,)~,+ C&xl +a,~,, ~21)~ <b,xl+a3~3> 
we have 
(~2) u <&xl + ~3x3 > c (&xi + ~3x3 > u (~3 >. 
Therefore x2 E (xi ) u (x3)-a contradiction. So we must show that 
(a2 - bdx2 + [b,x, + u3x3, x2] # u(b3x, + u3x3). We have 
[b3xI+u3x3,u2] = u(b,x,+u,x,) + (a-b)x, =E- [b3x,+u,x3,u-‘x2] = 
b,x, + u3x3 + ua1(u2 - b2)x2 => [b,x, + u3x3 + a-‘(a,- b2)x2, a’x2] = 
b3xl+u3x3+u-1(u2-b2)x2 * dim((b3x,+u3x3+u-‘(u2-b2)x2,x2))=2- 
a contradiction. The proposition is proved. 
Thus the following theorems are valid 
THEOREM 1. Zf a Lie algebra over a field is modular, then it is either 
ubeliun, almost ubeliun, A,, or binary P, . 
THEOREM 2. A locally finite-dimensional Lie algebra is modular if and 
only if it is either abelian, almost abeliun, or A,. 
Remark. Proposition 1 can be proved in the case when Y(L) is upper 
semi-modular. It is obvious that the proofs of Propositions 24 are also 
true in this case. Consequently Theorems 1, 2 are valid for Lie algebras 
with upper a semi-modular subalgebra lattice. 
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